
Book Discovery Call

An individual who has many talents, but don't know what to do with them
Someone who has not yet discovered your talents and need help identifying them
Feeling stuck in a dead-end job and want to reset your career or change it altogether
A serial entrepreneur who is overwhelmed with ideas and need an action plan
A creative (writer, artist, entertainer) struggling to manage your goals due to ADHD  (formerly
ADD)

If you're: 
 

 
I want to work with you. I can get you focused and excited for your future again!

Hi there! You can call me Clo. I'm a Certified Life Purpose & Career Coach and I
love to work with multi-passionate professionals and creatives that are looking
to transform their lives by discovering their potential so they can get that new
job or make healthy steps to changing into a career that feels right for them.

There's a lot of us out here that have more than one passion or skill and in the
world of single specialization, it can be overwhelming to figure out where to put

your energy so you can be more fulfilled. 
 

I also work with folks who are stuck in an unhappy career or situation and don't
know where to start for change. Many of us get mentally stuck with fear of

failure, shock, and 'analysis paralysis', that progress feels near impossible. I'm
here to tell you I was there before and there are solutions. We investigate those

blockers so you can work past them and onto your journey to growth.
 

Fees
I create custom packages for my clients as we all have various needs. With this custom package,
workbooks, mini-courses and other materials are included in the price. 
I offer discounts on all packages so it saves you $$ on the sessions which are typically $120 -
$135 USD/hour
Packaged sessions are based on your goals so there's results attached to your time with me.

Me & My Services

Schedule your free Discovery Call
Have questions and ready to get started on transforming your life? Schedule a
complimentary 30-min call with me by hitting the button below!

Thanks!Clolifecoachclo.com

http://www.lifecoachclo.com/
https://calendly.com/lifecoachclo/30min
http://www.lifecoachclo.com/

